
€519 156€519 156

2 bedroom apartment 2 bedroom apartment 

Surface : 70 m² Surface : 70 m² 

Terrace area:Terrace area: 22 m²

Exposition:Exposition: southw est

View :View : sea view

Kitchen:Kitchen: : American

Inner condition:Inner condition: new  construction

Standing:Standing: residential

Building condition:Building condition: new  construction

Features:Features:

sea view , double glazing, calm, new

construction, shops at w alking distance,

electric blinds, Not overview ed, terrace 

2 bedroom

1 terrace

1 show er

1 WC

1 parking

Energy class (dpe): Energy class (dpe): Unavailable

Emission of greenhouse gases (ges):Emission of greenhouse gases (ges):

Unavailable

Document non contractuel
24/05/2023 - Prix T.T.C

Apartment Apartment CollioureCollioure

New program in Collioure, imagine the privilege of a view on the bay of Collioure...  
Flat with open view and sea view Located on the heights of Collioure, 10 minutes
walk from the town centre, its shops, the bakery and the central beach. Access is
either from the town centre or from the entrance to Collioure. This intimate 5-storey
residence has 6 flats, with direct lifts, and 2 villas. All the flats face East/South-West
and benefit from maximum sunlight, offering beautiful volumes and large terraces
of 20 to 25 m2 with 180° views of the bell tower of Notre Dame church, the bay of
Collioure, the Dominican Mill, Fort Saint Elme and the Madeloc Tower and the
Albères mountain range. The building complies with all the regulations in terms of
acoustics NRA, seismic and thermal RT 2012 The interior fittings will be made
from a choice of materials and offered to buyers allowing them to personalise their
purchase, as well as the kitchen fittings. Reversible air conditioning, hot water
supply by thermodynamic boiler, electric shutters   -Electric shutters -Closed car
parks and boxes accessible by lift to the houses -Electric terminals for hybrid or
electric vehicles, individual and collective -Reduced notary fees The flat presented
in this ad The flat is located on the 3 floor and has a nice terrace. It is composed as
follows: an entrance with cupboard, a storeroom, a separate toilet, a living
room/open plan kitchen, 1 bedroom with cupboard, a shower room and 1
bedroom    Collioure This is the jewel of the Vermeille coast where art, culture and
gastronomy intermingle to offer you a very special local flavour. Backed by the
Pyrenees, with its feet in the Mediterranean, this small Catalan fishing port can
also provide you with a field of exploration in the open sea.   Discover experiences
that will inspire you to "live Collioure your way". A cocktail of ideas to explore all the
possibilities available to you, depending on whether you are interested in art,
culture, gastronomy, local traditions, open sea escapism, nature exploration,
relaxation... The port of Collioure is equipped with a mooring area with about fifteen
buoys managed by the town's harbour master's office or discover Collioure by
taking a boat from Argelès sur mer or Port Vendres.   Access Car : 30 km from the
A9 motorway Plane : 30 kms from the airport of Perpignan-Rivesaltes.  Train: Sncf
station nearby       Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) 
Fees and charges :


